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ILL: pre-pandemic
❖

Purchase on demand had been discussed but never implemented, and
always thought of in a print context

❖

NYU’s many consortial memberships and service subscriptions for ILL
made the buy/borrow debate non-urgent

❖

A 2019 reorg put ILL in the same department as Collection Development
for the first time, but the two were previously siloed

❖

All ILL processing work was done onsite

ILL: shift to telework
❖

With hundreds of requests awaiting or in processing at the time of
shutdown, ILL staff had little experience in sourcing full texts
electronically

❖

All custom holdings paths and processing decision trees for full book
fulfillment that staff had followed for years were rendered useless by the
closure of other libraries across the US and globally

❖

Requests for articles and scanned chapters were still somewhat possible
and processing focus was shifted to these

Acquisitions: pre-pandemic
❖ Single-title ebook purchasing was limited to librarian selections in
EbookCentral
❖ All orders were handled by a single acquisitions staff member
❖ Acquisitions department was not located in the library, further siloing our
operations
❖ All acquisitions work was done onsite

Acquisitions: shift to telework
❖ The need for additional ebook sources and more staff trained in working with
e-resources quickly became apparent
❖ Leveraging the expertise of staff trained in searching for print requests made
it easier to quickly pivot to an all-electronic fulfillment system
❖ Ebook sources were expanded to include open-access and temporarily-open
platforms including expanded HathiTrust access, the Internet Archive, and
textbook rental platforms waiving rental fees

Forming a new collaboration
Challenges

Opportunities

❖

Lack of any substantial previous
interaction between departments

❖

Strengthening of long-desired
interdepartmental ties

❖

Relative ignorance of each other’s
workflows and tools, especially ILLiad
and GOBI

❖

Increased staff understanding, in both
departments, of new tools and workflows

❖

Opportunity for staff previously only
involved in print workflows to contribute
in a valuable way from home

❖

Ability to fill more user requests!

❖

Complexity of new workflow would
require extensive coordination, set-up,
and training on both sides, as well as
technical assistance from an outside
department

Timeline
❖

March 13-16th: shift to telework

❖

March 19th: Meeting with Data Analysis & Integration (DAI) to discuss
how Acquisitions staff could search ILL requests outside of ILLiad

❖

March 27th: Google sheet integration created

❖

March 31st: Acquisitions staff trained in new workflow

❖

April 3rd: ILL staff trained for contacting users with results

Creating a workﬂow
❖

The Libraries’ Data Analysis & Integration department used Google’s API to create
integration between ILLiad and Google Sheets

❖

Potential ebook sources were arranged into a hierarchy for Acquisitions searching
staff, beginning with freely accessible platforms and then moving to possible
purchase options

❖

Once a source was identified and imported back to a special ILLiad queue, ILL
staff could send the link and any instructions to the patron using ILLiad’s
notification features.

❖

Unavailable requests were also imported back to ILLiad to a different queue, and
ILL staff would send a specialized cancellation notice

Image description: spreadsheet with columns showing the statuses of various ILL requests

Searching hierarchy
“Free” sources
❖

Catalog search

❖

HathiTrust
➢ Hathi access greatly
expanded due to ETAS

❖

VitalSource (rental platform)

❖

RedShelf (rental platform)

❖

Internet Archive (last resort)

Purchase sources

●

Ebsco

●

EbookCentral

Process Results
❖

Searched 1,450 total requests
between March and August

❖

Around 500 items were
successfully sourced

Current Process
❖

ILL now conducts e-first searching and works directly in GOBI for new
purchases, using the ILLiad GOBI add-on

❖

We have begun collecting location and delivery preference information
from users on ILL requests for more actionable data

❖

Hathi and Gobi purchasing are used for all NYU user requests, and
Internet Archive is still used if the user has indicated they are studying
remotely

Future Collaborations?
❖

ILL will place holds on newly acquired material to be
rush-processed and delivered by the Acquisitions Department

❖

Renewed discussion of print purchasing based on user requests

❖

Updated replacement copy policy for items lost during ILL

❖

Hopefully, more to come!

Thank you!
Questions?

